
 
 

LINE2design, Inc. Emergency Evacuation  
2- Wheel Stair Chair-Orange  

EMS Quick Release Buckle with Safety Straps 
Item # 70005-O 

 

 

 
 

STANDARD FEATURES   SPECIFICATIONS 

        Length:  28”         Color:  Orange

        Width:  20 “         Two 5” Rear Wheels

         Height:  36”         Telescoping Front Handles with 2 Positions (bottom)

        Seat Size:  17”x 17”         Vinyl- Coated Nylon Cover Resists Stains and Bodily Fluids

        Folded Length:  36”         3 Adjustable Quick Release Patient Restraints

        Folded Width 20”         Folding Rear Lift  Handles (Non-Locking)

        Folded Depth:  8”         Lock Bar When Deployed

        Depth With Handles Extended:   46”         Folding Frame / Compact Storage Position

        Depth Handles Folded:   28”         All Metal Frame Construction

        Weight:  21 lbs.         Non-Slip Grips on Front and Rear Handles

        Load Capacity:  350 lbs.         Compact Folding for Easy Storage 

        Shipping Weight: 24 lbs.  Easily Mounted on Walls 

  

  

 
LINE2design, Inc. reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
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LINE2design, Inc. 2-WHEEL STAIR CHAIR INSTRUCTIONS Item # 70005-O 
 
Please read these general instructions for the use and operation of the LINE2design, Inc. Emergency Evacuation                    
2-Wheel Stair Chair. This Stair Chair was designed for use by EMS and emergency professionals.  The LINE2design, Inc., 2-
Wheel Stair Chair requires two EMS Technicians for successful and safe transport of patients. 
 
The instructions provided are not all-inclusive.  Safe and proper use of the Stair Chair is solely at the discretion of the 
user.  Safety information is included as a service to the user. All other safety measures taken by the user should be 
within and under consideration of applicable regulations and local procedures.   Training on the proper use of the Stair 
Chair must be provided before using this product in an actual situation. The 2-Wheel Stair Chair should always be used 
with two people to transport patients. 
 
Please keep these instructions for future reference.   Store them with the Stair Chair for reference and/or new users. 
  
PREPARATION FOR USE 
To unfold the chair, place one hand on the front of the seat and one hand on the back of the chair and push apart until it 
locks into the open position. 

 Always perform a complete inspection on the stair chair before storing and prior to each use. Ensure the chair is 
free from any defects and that the chair is working properly.  Check all bolts, screws, safety belts, and lift 
handles are working properly. 

At the upper back of the seat are two non-locking handles that pull up for transporting patients and fold down for 
storage. 
 

At the front and bottom of the chair are two extending handles with push buttons on top to extend or return the 
handles to the normal position.  The extended handles have two different positions. The lock is underneath the chair 
seat, pull up and adjust horizontally, release to change horizontal position. 
 

USE WITH PATIENT 

To place a patient in the Stair Chair: 
1. Unlatch all three safety straps from the seat back, seat of the chair and around the leg area.  
2. Position the patient in the chair.  
3. Tighten safety straps securely, and buckle all three straps.  The safety straps should be secure around the 

patient.  
4. Once the patient is secure, have a second EMS Technician double check all safety straps. 
5. The Stair Chair is then ready for lifting.  
6. To transport the patient, one EMS Technician should lift the front handles and the other EMS Technician should 

lift the handles from the chair back.  
7. The patient can then be transported to the desired area. 

 

STORAGE 
To store the chair after use, fold the chair, engage lever under the seat, release lever and fold seat up. 
Always inspect chair before storing  
CLEANING   
Wipe down with clean cloth, use mild soap and water.  NO BLEACH 
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The handles at the back of the Stair 
Chair lift up to transport the patient. 
The handles fold down for storage.  
 
NOTE: Handles do not lock into a 
stationary position. 

 

  

To open the Stair Chair, 
place one hand on the 
front of the seat and one 
hand on the back of the 
chair; push apart until it 
locks into the open 
position. 

The handles in front of the Stair Chair extend 
for easy transportation. 
 
The extension handles have two locking 
positions.  Lock handles beneath the chair seat, 
then pull up and adjust.   Release button to 
change position. 
 

3 adjustable straps w/quick release buckles to secure patient. 
Locate straps at lower chest, across lap, and legs. 

To extend the front handles 
press the release button on top 
of the handles. 

Press release button on top of the 
handle to change the horizontal 
position of front extension handles. 

 

Non-locking handles lift up 
to transport patient.   
 
Handles fold down for 

storage. 
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